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Game Update:As most of you know by now there was a version 3.15 update released recently called Promo. I didn't post about it right away because there
weren't any obvious changes to the game. I confirmed over the weekend that the update was strictly back-end updates. On the plus side, some in the forum
have reported that it seems to have fixed some glitches in their games for them.Pink Exclusive Dream State Starter:Over the weekend, Bryan1-2 from the
forum reported a new color variation of the Dream State Starter. It has a pink version of the UB hub (not just plain pink like the Limited Too exclusive) and
comes with Twinx and Waggs. Funk-E confirmed to me that it is a Toys R Us exclusive. On a side note, Funk-E also confirmed that the black hub version of the
Dream State Starter is an exclusive for a UK based retailer called Argos. I've done some digging and they will not ship outside of the UK, so US collectors are
going to have to resort to places like eBay as they start becoming more widely released.Other Images:First one up is this image of some early prototypes from
Hidden Realm. We originally talked about it here but didn't post the image at the time...Second is an image that was pointed out by someone on the forum. It's
the Speed Racer image from Target.com. I hadn't noticed, but the Racer X in the image looks completely different as if it was an early design...Last image for
this post is a Funkiki Island image I had not seen before. Looking around last night, I found this on the UK version of the Radica website...Labels: Argos, Black
Hub, Dream State, Exclusive Funkeys, Funkeys News, Funkiki Island, Game Updates, Pink Hub, Preview, Racer X, Speed Racer, Toys R Us, Twinx, Waggs
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As of right now, the game is still at the point where the Funkeys are invisible in the game world. But I'm going to see if I can figure out what is going on in the
game environment.I will be leaving in a short bit to go watch some pro wrestling...In the mean time, see some of these other videos...Tips and Tricks -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNSNnVS4HnwTips and Tricks - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6GcMx5eEt8Portal Jammer -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-5RY_4UaCwHow to setup your Facebook Account - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NP6xyiQo7j4Learn to play Guitar -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwJjJ10ScOUHow to Make Text Talk - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5k2iOK_JlksHow to Make a GIMP Avatar -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-zYd5RH7n0How to Make Flappy Bird - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stH-1oYFuKQ I also just found something

interesting - a UB Funkey on a web page. A web page! Wow. Okay, I guess it hasn't been done before, but it's still pretty cool. After the new Funkey prototypes
come out (likely at the end of August) I'd be interested in seeing the designer have the ability to put a web page up. I can already imagine what they could do
with a web page, probably could make it more interactive to add in some kind of different missions as you go along. Anyways, I will keep watching UB Funkeys
World for any new info that comes out, and will post anything cool that comes out of Comic Con. Check out the site.Here's a link to the website of UB Funkeys

World: http://www.ubfunkeysworld.com If you liked the pic, there are some more pics available here... ~~~~~~~~~~~ 5ec8ef588b
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